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Phonological awareness, the foundation of learning how to read and write, consists of

learning not only consonants, but also vowel sounds. Almost all English words need at

least one vowel sound, thus vowels are key to learning language skills. The English

alphabet has 5 vowel letters: A, E, I, O, and U. Each of these vowels can produce several

sounds. For the preschool level, it is easier to teach children one sound at a time, mainly

the short vowel sounds. This article tackles the three letter sounds—A, E and I—focusing

on the short sounds they produce in the initial position. You will also find activities to

help you teach your child these vowel sounds.

Letter Sound A

The letter A is the first letter in the alphabet, and the first vowel sound. It makes a short /

ă/ as an initial sound, such as in the word “apple”. A simple activity you can offer your

child is to have them listen to you saying words and identify if each starts with the letter

sound A or not. To make it fun, tell them to say “aaaaaaa” as loud as they can when a

word starts with the letter sound A.
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Another activity you can prepare for your child is this fun and easy worksheet titled

“Letter Sounds: A” from the Kids Academy website. In this sheet, your blossoming reader

will identify the short /ă/ sound in familiar words. They'll use the picture clues to say the

name of each word and then practice their fine-motor skills as they trace a circle around

pictures that begin with the /ă/ sound.

Letter Sound E

The letter E produces the short /ĕ/ as in the word “elephant”. Prepare this letter sound E

activity to help your child learn the sound seamlessly: in a sensory bin, add an eraser, a

miniature toy elephant, a boiled or fake egg, an envelope, and an image of an elbow. Then

add some more random objects that do not start with an E. On the side, put two small

containers in which your child has to sort the objects into ones that start with the vowel

sound /ĕ/ and ones that don’t.
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In addition, you can offer this “Letter Sounds: D and E” worksheet from Kids Academy

where your child will identify the names of the images in order to match them to their

corresponding beginning sounds. This sheet offers children the opportunity to work on

their phonological awareness skills as they differentiate between the two letter sounds,

D and E.

Letter Sound I

At the beginning of words, the letter I can produce two different sounds: short /ĭ/ like in

“igloo”, and the long /ī/ like in “ice cream”. To help your child differentiate between these

two initial sounds, set up this activity where you tell them words, part of which start with

a short /ĭ/ sound (inch, India, Italy, ink, itch, info, image, etc.), and the other part starts

with a long /ī/ sound (ice, iron, idea, ivy, item, iris, icon etc.). All they have to do is listen

intently and identify what sound each word starts with. If the word starts with a short /ĭ/,

they should squat, and if it starts with a long /ī/, they should jump and put their hands as

high as they can. This activity not only works on their phonological skills, but also puts in

some movement in their day, and some fun!
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To wind the little learners down, you can also offer this “Letter Sounds: H and I”

worksheet from Kids Academy.

The activities above are a great way to help your child learn the three vowel sounds. To

assess how well your child retained this newly acquired information, prepare the

following activity: cut out a paper triangle, and write one vowel sound on each of its

sides. Place a long object in the middle, like a pencil, and spin it. Then take turns with

your child in saying words that start with the letter sound the tip of the pencil ends up

pointing towards. Use our interactive catalogue to find more articles on different aspects

of phonological awareness.
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